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A / h f x r -  Symbol timing synchronization is an important component 
in a receiver designed to recover data from a digitally modulated wave- 
form. Current trends favor sampled data architectures to perform the 
synchmnizatian, matched filtering, and detection required to recover the 
data. Symbol timing synchronizers in a sampled data receiver differ from 
their continuoustime counterparts: the functionality in B sampled data re- 
ceiver is an adaptive interpolator Y E  opposed to B sample and hold. This 
paper describer the use of a polyphase filterbank for symbol timing syn- 
chronizers in sampled data receivers. Using this approach, interpolation 
and matched filtering are rolled into a single operation that requires less 
resources than separate filters for matched filtering and interpolation. In- 
terpolations are realized hy filtcrhank index selection. Since the filterbank 
index plays the role of the fractional interpolation interval, the same loop 
control techniques used in other sampled data synchronizers c m  be used. 
Maximum likelihood timing synchronization techniques as well as "early- 
late gate" techniques can be incorporated into the polyphase filter hank in 
a natura1 way. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In an effort to produce a single reconfigurable communica- 

tions platform that accommodates multiple incompatible wave- 
forms, the software defined radio has emerged as a promising 
solution. At the core of software defined radio modems is a 
sampled data system that performs the detection and synchro- 
nization tasks formerly accomplished with analog hardware. As 
the transition from analog hardware to discrete-time processing 
progresses, care must be taken to avoid propagating the imple- 
mentation compromises of the analog system. Each function 
should be examined anew to take advantage of any DSP func- 
tionality that has no counterpart in the analog world. 

As an example, consider timing synchronization subsystems 
for MQASKmodems. The complex baseband transmitted wave- 
form may be represented by 

where aii is the k-th complex valued M-ary symbol drawn from 
a constellation with average symbol energy E,, p ( t )  is the unit 
energy pulse shape that spans 2L symbols, and T, is the recipro- 
cal ofthe symbol rate. The optimum detector filters the received 
signal y ( t )  = s(t - T )  + , u J ( ~ )  (7 is the delay relative to the de- 
tector's time axis and w ( t )  is zero-mean, white Gaussian noise) 
with a matched filter whose impulse response is h(t)  = p ( - t ) .  
The resulting output y ( t )  = r ( t )  * h( t )  is sampled at the end of 
the symbol interval to produce the decision variable used for the 
making the symbol decision [I]. This requires knowledge not 
only the symbol rate IJT, but also the exart -.,--li-- in-+*-+ 

within the symbol interval (i.e. the timing phase). Extracting 
this knowledge may be done either with continuous-time pro- 
cessing, discrete-time processing, or both. 

In analog implementations, the timing synchronization suh- 
system determines the optimum times to sample the output of 
the analog matched filter. The sampling is usually controlled 
via a clock whose edges are phase aligned to the symbol bound- 
aries. In a discrete-time implementation, the timing synchro- 
nizer is quite different. The data are already sampled so that 
timing synchronization is better understood as adaptive interpo- 
lation [2]. 

In a sampled data receiver, the received signal is sampled at a 
rate 1/T that satisfies the Nyquist sampling Theorem and is N 
times the symbol rate 1/T, (e.g. N = 2 for a square-root raised 
cosine pulse shape). These samples r (nT)  are then filtered by 
the discrete-time matched filter with impulse response h(r1T) = 
p ( - n T ) .  The desire is to produce N samples of the matched 
filter output during each symbol interval such that one of the 
samples is as close to y(kTs  - 7) as possible. 

There are two basic approaches to the problem. The first ap- 
proach is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). This approach computes 
a timing error value which is used to adjust the phase of the 
voltage controlled clock (VCC) that triggers the ADC. As a re- 
sult, the samples of ~ ( t )  are aligned with the symbol boundaries. 
The systems described in [3]-[7] are ofthis type. This approach 
has the advantage that it produces samples that are aligned in 
both phase and frequency with the data clock (i.e., T and T, are 
commensurate). The disadvantages of this approach include the 
requirement of a feedback path to the continuous-time part of 
the system, the inclusion of the matched filter transport delay in 
the feedback path of the loop, a higher level of phase noise (and 
hence timing jitter) contributed by a VCC (relative to a fixed 
rate clock), and the inability to place the ADC at the IF if the 
IF signal contains multiplexed signals whose symbol clocks are 
derived from independent sources. 

The second approach, illustrated in Figure 3 (b), addresses 
these issues by sampling the received signal r( t )  at a fixed rate 
1/T that is asynchronous with the data clock period I,", (i.e. 
T and T, are potentially incommensurate). The time delay 7 is 
estimated solely from y(nT).  The problem is best understood 
when cast as an interpolation problem where the sample rate at 
the output of the interpolator is slightly different from the sam- 
ple rate at the input of the interpolator [2]. Figure I demon- 
+.,+PC +h- ------:* -?d provides a basis for the definitions to 
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be used later. The continuous-time matched filter output g(t) is 
represented by the dashed line and the available samples are rep- 
resented by the solid circles. The desired matched filter outputs 
are represented by the clear dots and occur every T; seconds. 
Since the available samples occur at a slightly faster rate than 
N = 2 samples per symbol, 7; will not be exactly 2T. The 
matched filter output corresponding to symbol n k  occurs at time 
kT&. The sample y(kT;) is called the k-th interpolant. The index 
rrik which is the integer part of kTi/T is called the basepoint in- 
dex since the k-th interpolant occurs in between y ( 7 n k T )  and 
y(( inr .  + 1)T). The fractional interval f i k  = kTi/T - ' r ~ i k  spec- 
ifies the interval between y(mkT) and y((nir, + 1)T). 

There are two ways to compute the desired interpolants. The 
first way uses an interpolation filter to compute y (kT i )  from 
the available samples . .  . ,y((mk - I ) T ) , y ( m k T ) , y ( ( ~ n k  + 
1)T) : .  . . [8],[9, Chapter 71, [IO, Chapters 4.91. The interpola- 
tion filter hj (7~T)  is usually based on a polynomial (e.g. linear, 
piece-wise parabolic, or cubic) and computes the desired inter- 
polant using [2] 

I? 

.~(kTi)  = 1 ~ ( ( m r .  - i )T )h i ( ( l+  /~lc)T) (2) 
i=l, 

where the time span of the interpolation filter is the interval 
II 5 i 5 12. An exceptionally efficient architecture for per- 
fomiing this is function is described in [ 1 I]. A timing controller 
is required to indicate which sample is the k-th basepoint index 
and the corresponding fractional interval 1 - 1 ~ .  

The second approach uses polyphase partition of the matched 
filter to compute the desired interpolants. [12]-[16]. From this 
point of view, the desired matched filter output corresponding to 
the k-th symbol is 

y(kTj) = y(mkT - / i k T ) .  (3)  

The basic idea is to upsample the received signal by a factor A f  
by inserting AI' - 1 zeros in between the samples of r (nT)  and 
use an upsanipled version of the matched.filter to perfbrm the 
interpolations. As shown in the next section, the polyphase filter 
partitions the inter-sample interval into A1 subintervals. Delay 
selection is performed by choosing the output of the appropriate 
subfilter in the filterbank. 

11. POLYPHASE FILTERBANKS FOR TIMING 
SYNCHRONIZATION 

The polyphase filter structure is illustrated by the following 
simple example illustrated in Figure 2. Suppose that the re- 
quired timing resolution is A1 N parts per symbol and that sam- 
ples ofthe phase-corrected complex baseband signal r (uT)  pro- 
vide approximately N samplesisymbol. The sequence r (nT)  is 
upsampled by a factor A I  by inserting A f  - 1 zeros between each 
sample ofr(nT)  to produce a new sequence r ( n T / A I )  that pro- 
vides M N  samples/symbol. The sequence forms the input to a 
matched filter whose impulse response is I i (nT fA f )  is also sam- 
pled at AfN samples/symbol and spans 2L symbols. The timing 
control selects approximately Ai samples during each symbol 
period such that one of them is as close to +h- n-+i-x-- CO-- 

pling instant as possible. The output y(nZ'/M) is given by 

= *y 7' ( ( 7 1  - 
I = - I I N L  

The output is downsampled to produce A' samples per symbol 
where one of the samples is as close to y(kTs  - r) as the res- 
olution allows. The polyphase decomposition is due to the fact 
that not all of the multiplies defined by (4) are required. Since 

v(nT) (7Lz> = { O otherwise, 
n = 0. + A I .  + 2 A 1 , .  . . 

( 5 )  

only every Al-th value of r(nT/AJ) in the FIR filter is non-zero. 
At the ni-th time instant at the high sample rate, these non-zero 
values coincide with the filter coefficients 

. :h -A lT  +r,l);h(in),h(AfT+ 7n);h(ZAfT+71i); 

so that the filter output may be expressed as 

This characteristic is illustrated io Figure 4 where a parallel bank 
of 11f filters, operating at the low sample rate 1/T is shown. 
Each filter in the filterbank is a downsampled version of the 
matched filter, except with a different index offset. The impulse 
response for hnL(nT)  is h,,,(riT) = A (nT + ET). The data 
samples T ( ~ , T )  form the input to all the filters in the filterbank 
simultaneously. The desired phase shift of the output is selected 
by connecting the output to the appropriate filter in the filter- 
bank. 

To see that the output of the ,m-th filter in the polyphase filter 
bank given by (6) does indeed produce the desired result, assume 
that the k-th basepoint index n i k  = n. Then the output of the 
m-th filterbank is given by (6) with n = i n k :  

which is identical to (3) where the ratio m / A I  plays the role of 
the k-th fractional interval pk. In this way, the polyphase filter- 
bank implements the interpolation with a quantized fractional 
interval. The degree of quantization is controlled by the number 
of polyphase filter stages in the filterbank. 

The desired output is selected by a discrete-time phase locked 
loop (DPLL). When used in conjunction with a timing phase 
error detector and NCO control [2], the DPLL outputs the index 
associated with the proper phase of the matched filter output 
corresponding to the maximum eye opening. 

Maximum likelihood timing error estimation can be incorpo- 
rated into the polyphase filterbank in a natural way as illustrated 
in Figure 5. The polyphase implementation ofthe early-late gate 
detector is shown in Figure 5 (a). The outputs of polyphase til-- 
ter stages immediately preceding and following the current filter 
stage are used to form the phase error with Ar/T = l/MN. 
This approximation requires three polyphase stage filter outputs 
fnr -.A --+rh-A f i ' + p ~  output (two for the early-late-gate error 
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and one for the actual matched filter output). The preceding and 
following polyphase filter outputs can also be used to form the 
first central difference which approximates the derivative of the 
matched filter output at the current filter stage as illustrated in 
Figure 5 (b). The matched filter output and its derivative are 
then combined to form the maximum likelihood error signal. 
Again. this error detector requires three polyphase stage outputs 
for each matched filter output. Instead of using two filters to 
compute the derivative matched filter output G(T) ,  a single filter, 
whose coefficients are given by 

h,, ( n T )  = 1 ~ , , , + ~  (nT) - h, , -~  (nT)  7n = 1 , 2 , .  . . ~ M - 2 
(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

ho(nT) = hl(nT) - h.n,-l(nT) 

h,Jr-l ( n ~ )  = hnf-a(nT) - hu(nT) 

can be used [9]. This method is illustrated in Figure 5 (c )  where 
h(nT,) is the derivative matched filter. This structure requires 
only two polyphase filter stages for each matched filter output. 

111. SIMULATION RESULTS 

Closed-loop simulation results are presented to demonstrate 
the main features of polyphase filterbanks for timing synchro- 
nization. The principle of operation does not depend on the type 
of timing error detector. The examples presented in this section 
use the maximum likelihood timing error detector (low signal- 
to-noise ratio approximation) to illustrate the ease with which 
the polyphase filterbank can be incorporated into the phase de- 
tector. The first simulated system is illustrated in Figure 6. The 
modulation is QPSK with square-root raised cosine pulse shapes 
with 25% excess bandwidth. Data samples at approximately 
N = 2 samplesisymhol are processed by the polyphase matched 
filter (MF) and polyphase derivative matched filter (dMF) filter- 
banks each with 12.I = 32 stages. The product of the two filter- 
bank outputs form the timing error which is updated once per 
symbol. The timing error signal is upsampled by 2 and filtered 
by a proportional-plus-integrator loop filter which is required for 
a second order loop to track out the symbol clock frequency off- 
set [17]. The loop filter output is used to control the increment 
in the counter (NCO) which underilows at the optimum timing 
instant when the loop has achieved lock. 

In all simulations summarized in this pa-- *he -.,in A+" *hp 

timing error detector was normalized to unity so that the loop 
characteristics were determined solely by the loop filter con- 
stants h'1 and h-2. The filter constants were chosen to produce 
a critically damped loop with a closed-loop single-sided noise 
bandwidth of 0.5% of the symbol rate. 

Simulation results illustrating the phase step response and fre- 
quency step response for the closed-loop system are illustrated 
in Figures 7 and 8. In these plots the dark smooth lines are the 
timing error, NCO control, and polyphase index for alternating 
data and the gray lines are plots for random data with equally 
probable symbols. The gray lines illustrate the effect of mod- 
ulation noise on loop performance (no additive channel noise 
was included in the simulations). For the phase step of 1/4Ts, 
the three plots in Figure I demonstrate how the loop chooses 
successively larger filterbank indexes to successively increase 
the filterbank delay until the filterbank delay matches the delay 
in the data. Once the filterbank delay matches the clock delay, 
the polyphase index settles to a constant steady-state value (16 
in this case) and the NCO control settles to approximately 112 
since the loop is running at 2 samples/symhol. 

For the frequency step (or phase ramp). data with a simulated 
sample clock offset 11250 of the symbol clock was input to the 
loop. In this case, the optimum symbol sampling instant appears 
to slide through the data (as illustrated in Figure I )  at a rate equal 
to the timing offset. As a consequence, the optimum sampling 
instant slides as well and does so at a rate equal to the timing 
offset. This behavior is observed in polyphase index illustrated 
in the lower plot of Figure 8. Since the sample clock period T 
is less than ZT,, the optimum sample time delay increases with 
each sample. The loop tracks this by increasing the polyphase 
filter index. The sequence of polyphase indexes repeats every 
250 symbols as a result of the symbol clock offset. This he- 
havior matches exactly the behavior of the fractional interval w 
reported in [8] for the loop using a separate polynomial-based 
interpolation filter. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The use of a filterbank based on a polyphase decomposition 
of an upsampled version of the matched filter for timing syn- 
chronization has been described. The interpolations required for 
for symbol timing synchronization in a sampled data processor 
A-?,-- n-hiroll., in  th- filterbank. The filterbank index is pro- 
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portional to the quantized fractional interval so that filter delay 
is adapted by changing to a different suhfilter in the filterhank. 
Maximum likelihood timing error detectors can also he incorpo- 
rated into the filterbank in a natural way leading to an efficient 
structure of realizing ML timing estimation. 
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Fig. 2. Interpolation using upsampling, fillerhg at the high rate, and downsam- 
piing. 
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Fig. 3. The two baric discrete-time timing synchmnization approaches. 
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Fig. 4. Polyphasc filterbank intcrpolator equivalent 10 the interpolator shown in 
Figure 2. 
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Fig. 5 .  Timing phase error detectors using a polyphase filter bank. (a) the early. 
late gale approximation: (b) ML phase error using two filters to compute the 
derivative (f is t  central difference); (c) ML phase emor using derivative matched 
filter. 
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Fig. 7. Simulation mults: Phase step response for a timing synchronization 
loop operating at 2 sampleslsymbol with a ML liming enor detector and a 32- 
stage polyphase matched filter and derivative matched filter, 
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Fig. 8. Simulation results: Frequency step response for a timing synchroniza- 
tion loop operating at 2 sampleslsymbol u,ith a ML timing error detector and a 
32-stage polyphase matched filter and derivative matched filter. 
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